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Bravo Prototype Force

The BPF, colloquially known as “Blue Stripes” are a group of Duskerian special operations soldiers, tasked
specifically with the field testing and evaluation of prototype and early production equipment for the NDC
Ground Forces "Duskerian Legion". They are hand selected by members of the force and Department Of
Advanced Research And Development (D.O.A.R.A.D.) from the ranks of the Legion and the Conclave
Aerospace and Fleet Forces.

History

Bravo team was one of three elite covert operations teams employed by Saber and Section 6, established
in YE 39. They specialize in orbital insertions, overwhelming firepower, and search and destroy
operations. They were, however, disbanded after the Exodus of YE 40

This team is hand selected from Saber and Skyguard infantry forces by Jack Pine and is supplied with
prototype equipment by Rose Ironhart-Pine.

Later in YE 42, the Blue Stripe was reactivated as a dedicated proving ground assignment, a garrison
force devoted solely to the preservation of Duskerian Legion lives by ensuring that only the best
equipment is selected.

Equipment standard

Dress Uniform:

All current and former members of the force are to wear a blue tassel at the right hip of the NDC Enlisted
Dress Uniform

Power Armor:

If assigned, power armor is to be worn by active members with a blue stripe from left shoulder to right
hip. This stripe distinguishes troops from the background making easy identification of prototype
equipment and personnel.

Standard Uniform:

Duskerian duty uniforms worn while on duty and in possession of prototype equipment will be worn with
a blue high visibility belt from left shoulder to right hip.

Standard Equipment:

Follow normal regulation.

Nonstandard/prototypes:
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All nonstandard and prototype equipment will be clearly marked with blue pin striping on corners and
edges.

Former Members

Sgt Aster Blake (NCOIC, Team Leader, NPC) (DECEASED)
Jon Alsan “Redneck” (Rifleman, NPC) (DECEASED)
Elisabeth Taren “Whiskey” (Grenadier, NPC) (MED-BOARD1) removed from active service)
Kristoff Johnsonm “Boomer” (Grenadier, NPC) (DECEASED)
Julius Soon “Doc” (Medic, NPC) (REASSIGNED)
Morgan Olsen “Junebug” (Communications, NPC) (DECEASED)
Sohiro Nakisoba “Pops” (Demolitions, NPC) (MED-BOARD2) removed from active service)
Alex Amonata “Thud” (Rifleman, NPC) (REASSIGNED)
Elizabeth "Spark" Hartbrook-Pine (Rifleman, PC, reassigned)

OOC Notes

Madi Harper created this article on 2018/05/27 06:15.

This article is a reference to a polycharacter experiment in USO play

1) , 2)

Healthy Carrier of Mishhuvirus
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